Many state-of-art electron accelerator proposals incorporate TESLA-type superconducting radio-frequency (rf) cavities [1] . These standing wave rf cavities include rf input couplers and a pair of high order mode (HOM) couplers to absorb the energy associated to HOM field excited as the bunch passes through the cavity. In the present paper we investigate, using numerical simulations, the impact of the input and HOM couplers on the beam dynamics to zeroth and first order in initial position, and present parametric studies of the strength of these effects for various incoming beam energies. We finally study the impact of this non-asymmetric field on the beam dynamics, taking as an example the low energy section of the X-ray FEL injector.
INTRODUCTION
In order to study the disturbances associated to the electromagnetic field perturbations induced by the couplers, we used the eigensolver MAFIA. To avoid extensive computer calculation, only the regions of the coupler (including the first of last cell of the cavity) were simulated using a three-dimensional mesh [2] . These 3D simulations produced the electromagnetic field maps {Etl,C BU'c} and {Ed,c, Bd,c} respectively for the upstream and downstream coupler areas. The same area were also simulated without including the couplers and the undisturbed electromagnetic field maps {Et,o, Bu,o} and {Ed,o, Bd,o} were generated.
From these two sets of simulations the difference fields, i.e. the perturbation of the nominal field due to the effect of the couplers were obtained for the upstream and downstream regions: 
The parameters a,,y characterize the steering effects, b,,y the focusing and c,,y the x-y coupling effects. If we consider an initial set of particles arranged on a circle with radius p with no longitudinal dimension. Once the distribution has been tracked through the cavity, the coefficients of Eq. 3 can be calculated as 1 f20
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bx)y = p7r / dO (cosOAPx, sinOA Py), The dependences of steering and focusing properties on the operating phase of the cavity were investigated. The calculated coefficients of Eq. 3 are presented in quadrupole-type focusing, {S, ,} _x±1 account for the skew and solenoidal-type focusing; S and i introduce xy coupling. In our numerical calculations i appears to be the main contributor to x-y coupling effects while for the CEBAF-type cavity S »> [3] . In Figure 6 we present 
IMPACT ON THE XFEL PHOTOINJECTOR
We present a practical example of the coupler-effects on the beam dynamics by considering the x-ray FEL photoinjector [5] . In the injector, the electron beam is photoemitted in an L-band (f = 1.3 GHz) rf-gun and directly injected into a standard TESLA-type accelerating module composed of eight cavities and accelerated to -190 MeV. The first two cavities of the accelerating module are operated with Ez = 23 MV/m and the remaining six cavities with Ez = 50 MV/m. Figure 7 compares the beam parameter evolutions along the injector beamline from the photocathode surface (z = 0) up to the end of the first accelerating module. The field disturbances caused by the coupler result in a 16% and 1% relative emittance growth respectively in the horizontal and vertical plane. The induced steering results in beam displacements at the accelerating module exit of 6x =680 ,um and y I170 ,um, and no significant x -y coupling is observed.
SUMMARY
We have presented a technique to include the effects of input and HOM couplers in the beam dynamics calculations. The impact of the field disturbances w characterized in term of dipole and focusing strengths. A simulation of the X-ray FEL injector indicates the impact of the couplers on the beam parameters is small. We are currently exploring the impacts of couplers on the beam dynamics in the ILC main linac. %-x -3
